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Football is a sport for spectators.

ACSF Reading and Writing Level 3
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Meet Browny, a staunch Hobart  

supporter, and a real pain in the arse.  

Especially to his fellow work mates,  

who have to put up with his so-called 

knowledge of the game all year round!
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Browny’s ramblings usually start in the 

middle of the cricket season with a  

quote: “I wish this boring game would finish 

altogether so we could play  

football all year round, and watch the 

mighty Tigers kill all the other teams.”
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While most of the blokes in the gang are 

enjoying the cricket, Browny’s already 

plotting the downfall of the nine other 

TFL teams by his Hobart Tigers.

The blokes go to the window in the mornings 

praying that they don’t end up with Browny. 

If they are unfortunate enough to win him, 

the cry’s the same, “Earmuffs thanks!”
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People who haven’t worked with Browny 

before cop the worst. His usual opening 

question is, “Who do you follow in the 

footy?” Look out if it’s not Hobart!

His next statement is always,  

“There’s not much I don’t 

know about the game!”

After that it’s a constant earbashing  

about why Hobart could, should,  

will win the premiership.
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Nearly all the blokes in the gang follow  

one team or another but no -one, 

except Browny, follows Hobart. 

So when his team meets your team and 

wins, it’s the usual, “They haven’t got 

much have they?” or “I don’t know why 

they don’t join an easier competition!”
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But if your team beats Hobart, these  

are the usual replies:

“We had lots of injuries.”

“The umpires were against us.”

“The coach knows nothing about  

positional changes.”

Or Browny simply refuses to talk about  

it, which gives us a few hour’s peace  

before he starts up again.
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Like most times in the past, Hobart have 

promised so much but shown so little.

Browny’s tantrums get worse with every defeat. 

His constant cry is, “If only the coach would 

listen to me, I would solve all their problems.”

“After all there’s not much I don’t 

know about the game!”



That statement, and the one about him being 

the greatest player he’s ever seen, are all part 

and parcel of Browny the pain in the arse, who 

in actual fact has never even played the Game!

But still everyone is allowed to dream.  

God help us and those who are around Browny 

if and when Hobart do win the premiership...
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